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Mission Statement:
Provide spiritual opportunities. Promote
fellowship and Christian service through
projects that benefit our church, its members
and the surrounding community, and build
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THANK YOU!

Thank you for being a member of the Women’s Guild. Your support throughout this year is
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guild is only as good as its members and your desire to contribute to this ministry is truly appreciated. Please
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anew. We look forward to our renewals, wish to gain new members and look forward to a year of service,
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and
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fellowship as we promote St. Paul’s Catholic Newman Center to our fellow parishioners and through
our outreach
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projects to the community. If you have not been able to attend meetings, please know that you are missed and we
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sincerely hope to see you next year. Whether you can meet regularly, occasionally or should circumstances
keep
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you from physically attending, know that your support is truly appreciated. We hope that our frequent
email
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communications and website updates will keep you abreast of our parish projects, contributions and
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outreach. We hope to see you next year!
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Review of our year together 2018/2019
Under the leadership of our President

carolers alike. The Christmas party was

Veronica Watson, much was

truly a fun-filled evening of laughter,

accomplished this year. The “You Are

intrigue (white elephant), and great food.

Worthy Luncheon”, Women’s Retreat,

As this year comes to a close we are

Annual Cookie sale, sponsorship of

thankful for the opportunities we

Bunco Night names just a few projects

encountered that positively impact our

undertaken and successfully executed.

parish and community. Looking to the

Also, financial donations to the new

future, it is our sincere desire to grow the

sound system; albs for alter servers, the

Guild, build upon current relationships,

Giving Tree to name a few. Caroling at

create new friendships, and enjoy

the Nazareth House was a touching

fellowship as we strive to fulfill our mission

evening bringing joy to the residents and statement.

